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MSP

MSP is a cloud data migration service and tool provided by Tencent Cloud. It enables you to easily migrate data from
third-party data sources to Tencent Cloud COS or migrate data between different COS buckets.

Supported data sources

Alibaba Cloud OSS, AWS S3 (International), HTTP URL list, and Tencent Cloud COS.

Migration mode

Semi-managed migration

In semi-managed migration mode, after creating a task in the console, you also need to manually deploy the migration
Agent on your own server as instructed in Using Semi-Managed Migration Agent. The Agent first obtains your task
through a fixed network request and then pulls the source data and upload it to COS over the network. At the same
time, it displays the real-time progress in the console, so that you can monitor your task just like in fully managed
mode. For more information on how to create a task, see the corresponding instructions for different source vendors.

Notes

1. In semi-managed mode, there may be different traffic fees depending on the location of the deployed Agent server.
Traffic is not billed during Agent semi-managed migration if a direct connection is established between the source
data cloud vendor and Tencent Cloud COS. Therefore, we recommend you perform Agent semi-managed
migration if Direct Connect is available.

2. The compute and network resources in semi-managed mode are dedicated to you, so you can accurately
estimated the speed and resource usage as needed. This mode is suitable for those who need to migrate a high

volume of data quickly or over direct connections.

Data check

1. All data will be simply checked for size consistency.
2. If the header information of the source file carries a carries a CRC-64 or Content-MD5 checksum, it will be checked

whether the source and target content checksums are the same.
3. If there are no such checksums, a spot check will be performed on sampled content bytes of the source and target

files.

COS Migration Guide
Overview
Last updated：2022-12-23 14:59:01

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1036/51593
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Overview

msp-agent is a data migration tool. You can deploy it on a server in your data center or Tencent Cloud. Then, it can
execute semi-managed migration tasks created in the MSP console to migrate cloud storage data to COS with ease.

Features

Migration from all the source vendors supported in the console.

Easy-to-deploy distributed master-worker architecture for efficient migration of a high volume of data.
Checkpoint restart.
Traffic control.

Runtime Environment

Linux

System Deployment Method

Installation

Using Semi-Managed Migration Agent
Last updated：2022-12-23 15:12:56
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Download and decompress the msp-agent installation package. Below is the directory structure after decompression: 

Note：

msp-agent adopts the distributed master-worker architecture, where one master can connect to one or
multiple workers.
The master directory is  master , and the worker directory is  worker .

To deploy multiple workers, copy the entire  worker  directory, modify relevant parameters, and start the

workers as follows:
You can start multiple worker processes on a single server. However, you need to modify relevant

parameters as detailed below to avoid port conflicts.

Startup

Start the master: 
cd {path-to-msp-agent}/master && ./bin/start.sh

Start a worker: 
cd {path-to-msp-agent}/worker && ./bin/start.sh

Configuration parameter description

https://msp-agent-1258344699.cos.ap-beijing.myqcloud.com/msp-agent-latest.zip
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Both the  master  and  worker  directories have the same  configs  structure: 

Here,  pl_config.yaml  configures main parameters for process execution,  app_logger_config.yaml 

configures the application execution log format, and  query_logger_config.yaml  configures the master-

worker RPC communication log format.

Log configuration

You can basically use the default log parameter settings. However, be careful about the log rotation configuration: if
the disk space is limited but the task size is large, you need to adjust the log configuration to reduce the disk usage
(during migration, the disk is used to store only storage logs but not migrated files).

Master configuration

Parameter Definition Description

"....gRPCPort"
gRPC port for
listening on the
master

This parameter specifies the port used to receive the information reported
by workers. This port must be opened to worker servers on the master
server.

failFilePartSize
Part size of a
failed file

This parameter specifies the part size of a failed file, which is 10,485,760
bytes by default. The product of this value multiplied by 10,000 is the
maximum size of failed files, i.e., 100 GB. If there are both high numbers
of files to be migrated and failed files, for example, more than 200 million
files, you can increase this value appropriately.
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Parameter Definition Description

fragMaxSize
Fragment size
of an assigned
task

To reduce the pressure on master-worker communication, the master
packages multiple file paths into a fragment and assigns it to a worker as
a subtask.  fragMaxSize  is the maximum size of files in each
fragment in bytes. If the value is too small, the pressure on master-worker
communication will get higher, and server resources will be wasted; if it is
too large, workers will become too slow to report the completion of
fragment migration and have imbalanced loads. The default value is
10737418240, i.e., 100 GB. When  fragMaxSize  or  fragMaxNum 
reaches the limit during packaging, the system will stop adding more files.

fragMaxNum

Maximum
number of files
of an assigned
task fragment

To reduce the pressure on master-worker communication, the master
packages multiple file paths into a fragment and assigns it to a worker as
a subtask.  fragMaxNum  is the maximum number of files in each
fragment. If the value is too small, the pressure on master-worker
communication will get higher, and server resources will be wasted; if it is
too large, workers will become too slow to report the completion of
fragment migration and have imbalanced loads. The default value is
1,000. When  fragMaxSize  or  fragMaxNum  reaches the limit
during packaging, the system will stop adding more files.

secretId

The
 SecretId 

used to
request
TencentCloud
APIs for MSP

As the master process needs to request TencentCloud APIs for MSP to
get the tasks created in the console, you need to enter the  secretId 
of your key. Note that the key here refers to your key used to create
MSP tasks, not the keys of source and target buckets.

secretKey

The
 SecretKey 

used to
request
TencentCloud
APIs for MSP

As the master process needs to request TencentCloud APIs for MSP to
get the tasks created in the console, you need to enter the  secretKey 
of your key. Note that the key here refers to your key used to create
MSP tasks, not the keys of source and target buckets.

listerIp

Private IP of
the server
where the
master
process is
deployed

You may create multiple tasks and want to run them in different clusters.
In this case, you need to enter the private IP of the server where the
master process is deployed, so that the master will run only tasks whose
master node private IP is set to this IP during task creation in the
console.

Worker configuration
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Parameter Definition DescriptionParameter Definition Description

"....gRPCPort"
gRPC port for
listening on the
worker

This parameter specifies the port used to receive the
scheduling information from the master. This port
must be opened to the master server on the worker
server. If multiple worker processes run on a single
server, you need to change this parameter to a value
different from that of other workers, so as to avoid
process startup failure due to port conflicts.

fileMigrateTryTimes Number of
retries

This parameter specifies the maximum number of
retries after a file fails.

goroutineConcurrentNum
Number of
concurrent
coroutines

This parameter specifies the number of concurrent
coroutines, i.e., the number of files to be migrated
concurrently. The value is subject to two factors:
server configuration and average file size. The more
the server CPU cores, the greater the value can be
set. The larger the average file size, the smaller the
value can be set. As a small number of concurrent
coroutines can lead to a high bandwidth usage, if the
average file size is small, you should add more
concurrent coroutines to increase the overall
bandwidth.

baseWorkerMaxConcurrentFileNum
Queue of
cached files to
be migrated

To improve the assignment efficiency of distributed
tasks, each worker caches a certain number of file
fragments to be migrated. If the files to be migrated
are small ( that is, the migration QPS is high), you
can increase this value to make workers less hungry
during consumption. However, the larger the cache,
the more the status data that the master needs to
store, which will increase the master load and
instability. Therefore, you should choose an
appropriate value.

partSize Part size This parameter specifies the default part size for
multipart upload during large file migration.

downloadPartTimeout Download
timeout period

This parameter specifies the file download timeout
period in seconds.

uploadPartTimeout Upload timeout
period

This parameter specifies the file upload timeout
period in seconds.
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Parameter Definition Description

perHostMaxIdle HTTP client
concurrency

This parameter specifies the connection pool size
per host and generally should be set to the same
value as  goroutineConcurrentNum .

addr

Private
network
communication
address of the
master

This parameter specifies the master communication
address of workers, so that workers will register with
the master to form a cluster. For example, if the
master's  listerIp  is  10.0.0.1 , and the
gRPC port to be listened on in the master
configuration is  22011 , then set  addr  to
 10.0.0.1:22011 .

sample
Whether to
perform spot
check

The overview section describes the cases of data
consistency check after migration. If source files
don't have a Content-MD5 or CRC-64 checksum,
they cannot be directly checked for data
consistency. In this case, you can only perform spot
check to reduce their probability of inconsistency. If
this parameter is set to  true , spot check will be
performed on such files.

sampleTimes

Number of
sampled
fragments per
file

This parameter specifies the number of sampled
fragments of a single file. Each sampled fragment
will add one download request and increase the
download traffic usage.

sampleByte
Sampled
fragment size
in bytes

This parameter specifies the size of each sampled
fragment. The greater the value, the higher the
sampling bandwidth.
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Overview

This document describes how to configure an Agent semi-managed migration task to migrate data from AWS S3
(International) to Tencent Cloud COS.

Note：

You need to log in to the AWS Management Console (International) for migration from AWS S3 (International).

Only semi-managed migration is supported for AWS S3 (International).

Preparations

AWS S3

Create an AWS IAM account and grant required permissions:

1. Log in to the AWS Management Console.
2. In the navigation pane, select Users > Add users. Then, enter a username.

3. Select the type of access this user will have. You can select Programmatic access and AWS Management
Console access.

4. Click Next: Permissions. On the Set permissions page, specify how you want to assign permissions to this new
user. Grant the user bucket read and write permissions under the AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM)
account.

5. Click Create user.

6. To view the user's access key (access key ID and secret access key), select Show next to the password and
access key that you want to see. To save the access key, select Download .csv, which contains the
 AccessKeyID  and  AccessKeySecret .

Tencent Cloud COS

1. Create a bucket: 
Create a bucket to store the migrated data as instructed in Creating Bucket.

2. Create a sub-user for migration and grant the required permissions:
i. Log in to the CAM console.

Migrating from AWS S3 (International)
Last updated：2022-12-23 14:59:01

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/436/13309
https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/overview
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ii. Click User > User List on the left sidebar to enter the user list page.
iii. Create a sub-user and select Programming access and Tencent Cloud console access.
iv. Search for and select the  QcloudCOSAccessForMSPRole  and  QcloudCOSFullAccess  policies.

v. Complete creating the sub-user and save the sub-username, login password,  SecretId , and

 SecretKey .

vi. Click here to download the Agent.

Note：
You can use Migration Service Platform (MSP) with your root account. However, for security reasons, we

recommend you create a sub-account, use the sub-account's API key for migration, and delete the sub-user
after migration.

Directions

Logging in to MSP

1. Log in to the MSP console.
2. Click Object Storage Migration on the left sidebar.

Creating a migration task

1. On the Object Storage Migration page, click Create a Task to enter the object storage migration task
configuration page and set migration parameters.

2. Set the migration task name. 

Task Name: It can contain 1–60 letters, digits, underscores, and hyphens. You will need to use this name when
viewing the migration status and progress in the task list.

3. Estimate the task size.

https://migrate-1256125716.cos.ap-guangzhou.myqcloud.com/agent/agent.zip
https://console.tencentcloud.com/msp
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We recommend you enter an optional accurate task size for us to better prepare resources.

4. Set the source of files to be migrated. 
Here, select AWS S3 (International) for Service Provider and enter the  AccessKeyID  and

 AccessKeySecret  of the AWS sub-account created above in AccessKey and SecretKey boxes

respectively. Then, click the Refresh icon on the right of the Migration bucket name drop-down list to get the list
of source buckets. 

You can also manually enter a source bucket name.
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5. Select the header migration mode. 

If the file in the source bucket has headers and tags set and they need to be retained after migration, select to keep
them or set the replacement rule. 

6. Set the migration rule. 
Choose to migrate all the files of the specified bucket, or only migrate files with a specified prefix. 

7. Set a time range. 
Enable Time Range to migrate only files added or changed within the specified time range. 
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8. Select a file storage type. 
Set the storage type of the migrated files based on your migration needs. You can select Standard Storage,
Infrequent Access Storage, Keep the original storage properties, or Archive Storage. 

9. Set the execution speed. 
All public cloud object storage services have speed limits. To ensure business stability, check with the source
vendor and set the maximum available migration bandwidth in Mbps before migrating. 

0. Select the migration target. 

In Migration Target Information, enter the  SecretId  and  SecretKey  of the Tencent Cloud sub-user for

migration. Then, click the Refresh icon on the right of the Migration bucket name drop-down list to get the list of
target buckets. 
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1. Specify the directory in the target bucket for migration and the method to process files with the same name.

Save to the root directory: Directly save the files in the source bucket to the target bucket's root directory
while maintaining the original relative path.

Save to the specified directory: Save the files in the source bucket to the specified directory while maintaining
the original relative path. 

For example: 
Two source bucket files  /a.txt  and  /dir/b.txt  are to be migrated, and "dest" is entered in the text

box. In this case, after migration, the paths of these two files in the target bucket will be  /dest/a.txt  and

 /dest/dir/b.txt . 

If  dest/20180901  is entered in the text box, then after migration, the paths of these two files in the target

bucket will be  /dest/20180901/a.txt  and  /dest/20180901/dir/b.txt .

Note：

If you select Overwrite for files with the same name, the source files will directly overwrite the files with
the same name in the target bucket.

If you select Skip for files with the same name, the system will process them based on the last
modification time of the files (  LastModified ):

If the  LastModified  of the file in the source address is at or after that of the file in the target address,

overwriting will be performed.
If the  LastModified  of the file in the source address is before that of the file in the target address, no

overwriting will be performed.

Perform secondary migration if the object (file) content is changed during migration.

2. Select a migration mode.

Create a migration task and download the Agent manually to start migration: Select the Agent migration
mode. After you click Create and Start, only the task configuration will be created. You must manually
download the Agent and deploy it on the migration source server as instructed in Using Semi-Managed

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1036/51593
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Migration Agent to start the migration. 

3. Click Create and Start to start the migration task.

Viewing the Migration Status and Progress

You can view the status and progress of all file migration tasks on the file migration tool homepage: 
• For the Task completed status, green indicates that the migration task was completed and all files were
successfully migrated, while yellow indicates that the migration task was completed but some files failed to be

migrated. 
• After you click Retry failed task, files that failed in the task will be retried for migration, while files that have been
successfully migrated will not be transferred again. 
• You can click Export to export the list of files that failed to be migrated.

Estimating the File Migration Time

The migration speed is subject to the lowest speed during each stage of the migration process and is affected by

factors such as the network transfer speed and maximum concurrency as detailed below:

Affecting Factor Description

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1036/51593
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Affecting Factor Description

Read speed of the
migration source

The read speed of the data source varies by vendor.  
The transfer speed is generally 50–20,000 Mbps. 
The file read QPS is generally 500–5,000 (the transfer of a large number of small files

is subject to this concurrency).

Transfer speed of
MSP

MSP offers up to 2,000 Mbps migration bandwidth in fully managed mode. In semi-
managed mode, the bandwidth is subject to your migration resource size.

Write speed of the
migration target

COS: The default write speed is 15,000 Mbps, and the write QPS is 3,000–30,000.
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Overview

This document describes how to configure a URL list to migrate data through the Agent in semi-managed mode.

Preparations

Tencent Cloud COS

1. Create a bucket to store the migrated data as instructed in Creating Bucket.

2. Create a sub-user for migration and grant the required permissions:

i. Log in to the CAM console.

ii. Click User > User List on the left sidebar to enter the user list page.

iii. Create a sub-user and select Programming access and Tencent Cloud console access.

iv. Search for and select the  QcloudCOSAccessForMSPRole  and  QcloudCOSFullAccess  policies.

v. Complete creating the sub-user and save the sub-username, login password,  SecretId , and

 SecretKey .

Note：
You can use Migration Service Platform (MSP) with your root account. However, for security reasons, we
recommend you create a sub-account, use the sub-account's API key for migration, and delete the sub-
user after migration.

Directions

Logging in to MSP

Migrating by HTTP URL List
Last updated：2022-12-23 14:59:01

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/436/13309
https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/overview
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1. Log in to the MSP console.
2. Click Object Storage Migration on the left sidebar.

Creating a migration task

1. On the Object Storage Migration page, click Create a Task to enter the object storage migration task

configuration page and set migration parameters.

2. Set the migration task name. 

Task Name: It can contain 1–60 letters, digits, underscores, and hyphens. You will need to use this name when
viewing the migration status and progress in the task list.

3. Estimate the task size.

We recommend you enter an optional accurate task size for us to better prepare resources.

4. Set the source of files to be migrated. 
Here, select URL list for Service Provider, prepare the text file of the URL list as prompted, upload it to a place
accessible over HTTP, and enter the HTTP access URL of this file in the following input box.

Note：

https://console.tencentcloud.com/msp
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No matter whether it is the file source service or URL list file service to be migrated, it must support HTTP
multipart download.
If the HTTP address of the file to be migrated contains special symbols, we recommend you URL-encode

it.
We recommend you directly upload the URL list file to the target COS bucket, set it as publicly readable,
paste its COS access URL here, and then delete it after the migration task is completed.

5. Select the header migration mode. 
If the file in the source bucket has headers and tags set and they need to be retained after migration, select to keep
them or set the replacement rule. 

6. Set the migration rule. 
Choose to migrate all the files of the specified bucket, or only migrate files with a specified prefix. 

7. Set a time range. 
Enable Time Range to migrate only files added or changed within the specified time range. 
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8. Select a file storage type. 
Set the storage type of the migrated files based on your migration needs. You can select Standard Storage,
Infrequent Access Storage, Keep the original storage properties, or Archive Storage. 

9. Set the execution speed. 
All public cloud object storage services have speed limits. To ensure business stability, check with the source

vendor and set the maximum available migration bandwidth in Mbps before migrating. 

0. Select the migration target. 
In Migration Target Information, enter the  SecretId  and  SecretKey  of the Tencent Cloud sub-user for

migration. Then, click the Refresh icon on the right of the Migration bucket name drop-down list to get the list of
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target buckets. 

1. Specify the directory in the target bucket for migration and the method to process files with the same name.

Save to the root directory: Directly save the files in the source bucket to the target bucket's root directory
while maintaining the original relative path.

Save to the specified directory: Save the files in the source bucket to the specified directory while maintaining
the original relative path. 

For example: 
Two source bucket files  /a.txt  and  /dir/b.txt  are to be migrated, and "dest" is entered in the text

box. In this case, after migration, the paths of these two files in the target bucket will be  /dest/a.txt  and

 /dest/dir/b.txt . 

If  dest/20180901  is entered in the text box, then after migration, the paths of these two files in the target

bucket will be  /dest/20180901/a.txt  and  /dest/20180901/dir/b.txt .

Note：

If you select Overwrite for files with the same name, the source files will directly overwrite the files with
the same name in the target bucket.
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If you select Skip for files with the same name, the system will process them based on the last
modification time of the files (  LastModified ):

If the  LastModified  of the file in the source address is at or after that of the file in the target address,

overwriting will be performed.
If the  LastModified  of the file in the source address is before that of the file in the target address, no

overwriting will be performed.
Perform secondary migration if the object (file) content is changed during migration.

2. Select a migration mode.

Create a migration task and download the Agent manually to start migration: Select the Agent migration
mode. After you click Create and Start, only the task configuration will be created. You must manually
download the Agent and deploy it on the migration source server as instructed in Using Semi-Managed
Migration Agent to start the migration. 

3. Click Create and Start to start the migration task.

Viewing the Migration Status and Progress

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1036/51593
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You can view the status and progress of all file migration tasks on the file migration tool homepage: 
• For the Task completed status, green indicates that the migration task was completed and all files were
successfully migrated, while yellow indicates that the migration task was completed but some files failed to be

migrated. 
• After you click Retry failed task, files that failed in the task will be retried for migration, while files that have been
successfully migrated will not be transferred again. 
• You can click Export to export the list of files that failed to be migrated.

Estimating the File Migration Time

The migration speed is subject to the lowest speed during each stage of the migration process and is affected by

factors such as the network transfer speed and maximum concurrency as detailed below:

Affecting Factor Description

Read speed of the
migration source

The read speed of the data source varies by vendor.  
The transfer speed is generally 50–20,000 Mbps. 
The file read QPS is generally 500–5,000 (the transfer of a large number of small files

is subject to this concurrency).

Transfer speed of
MSP

MSP offers up to 2,000 Mbps migration bandwidth in fully managed mode. In semi-
managed mode, the bandwidth is subject to your migration resource size.

Write speed of the
migration target

COS: The default write speed is 15,000 Mbps, and the write QPS is 3,000–30,000.
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Overview

The following describes how to configure fully managed and semi-managed migration tasks to migrate data between
Tencent Cloud COS buckets.

Preparations

Tencent Cloud COS

1. Create a bucket to store the migrated data as instructed in Creating Bucket.

2. Create a sub-user for migration and grant the required permissions:
i. Log in to the CAM console.
ii. Click User > User List on the left sidebar to enter the user list page.
iii. Create a sub-user and select Programming access and Tencent Cloud console access.
iv. Search for and select the  QcloudCOSAccessForMSPRole  and  QcloudCOSFullAccess  policies.

v. Complete creating the sub-user and save the sub-username, login password,  SecretId , and

 SecretKey .

Note：
You can use Migration Service Platform (MSP) with your root account. However, for security reasons, we
recommend you create a sub-account, use the sub-account's API key for migration, and delete the sub-user
after migration.

Directions

Logging in to MSP

1. Log in to the MSP console.
2. Click Object Storage Migration on the left sidebar.

Migrating Between Tencent Cloud COS
Buckets
Last updated：2022-12-23 15:00:03

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/436/13309
https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/overview
https://console.tencentcloud.com/msp
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Creating a migration task

1. On the Object Storage Migration page, click Create a Task to enter the object storage migration task
configuration page and set migration parameters.

2. Set the migration task name. 

Task Name: It can contain 1–60 letters, digits, underscores, and hyphens. You will need to use this name when
viewing the migration status and progress in the task list.

3. Estimate the task size.

We recommend you enter an optional accurate task size for us to better prepare resources.

4. Set the source of files to be migrated. 
Here, select Tencent Cloud COS for Service Provider and enter the  AccessKeyID  and

 AccessKeySecret  of the sub-account created above in AccessKey and SecretKey boxes respectively.

Then, click the Refresh icon on the right of the Migration bucket name drop-down list to get the list of source
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buckets. 

You can also manually enter a source bucket name.

5. Select the header migration mode. 
If the file in the source bucket has headers and tags set and they need to be retained after migration, select to keep
them or set the replacement rule. 
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6. Set the migration rule. 
Choose to migrate all the files of the specified bucket, or only migrate files with a specified prefix. 

7. Set a time range. 
Enable Time Range to migrate only files added or changed within the specified time range. 

8. Select a file storage type. 
Set the storage type of the migrated files based on your migration needs. You can select Standard Storage,

Infrequent Access Storage, Keep the original storage properties, or Archive Storage. 

9. Set the execution speed. 
All public cloud object storage services have speed limits. To ensure business stability, check with the source
vendor and set the maximum available migration bandwidth in Mbps before migrating. 

0. Select the migration target. 
In Migration Target Information, enter the  SecretId  and  SecretKey  of the Tencent Cloud sub-user for

migration. Then, click the Refresh icon on the right of the Migration bucket name drop-down list to get the list of
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target buckets. 

1. Specify the directory in the target bucket for migration and the method to process files with the same name.

Save to the root directory: Directly save the files in the source bucket to the target bucket's root directory
while maintaining the original relative path.

Save to the specified directory: Save the files in the source bucket to the specified directory while maintaining
the original relative path. 

For example: 
Two source bucket files  /a.txt  and  /dir/b.txt  are to be migrated, and "dest" is entered in the text

box. In this case, after migration, the paths of these two files in the target bucket will be  /dest/a.txt  and

 /dest/dir/b.txt . 

If  dest/20180901  is entered in the text box, then after migration, the paths of these two files in the target

bucket will be  /dest/20180901/a.txt  and  /dest/20180901/dir/b.txt .

Note：

If you select Overwrite for files with the same name, the source files will directly overwrite the files with
the same name in the target bucket.
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If you select Skip for files with the same name, the system will process them based on the last
modification time of the files (  LastModified ):

If the  LastModified  of the file in the source address is at or after that of the file in the target address,

overwriting will be performed.
If the  LastModified  of the file in the source address is before that of the file in the target address, no

overwriting will be performed.
Perform secondary migration if the object (file) content is changed during migration.

2. Select a migration mode.

Create a migration task and download the Agent manually to start migration: Select the Agent migration
mode. After you click Create and Start, only the task configuration will be created. You must manually
download the Agent and deploy it on the migration source server as instructed in Using Semi-Managed
Migration Agent to start the migration.

3. Click Create and Start to start the migration task.

Viewing the Migration Status and Progress

https://www.tencentcloud.com/pdf/document/1036/51591?lang=en&domain=www.tencentcloud.com
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You can view the status and progress of all file migration tasks on the file migration tool homepage: 
• For the Task completed status, green indicates that the migration task was completed and all files were
successfully migrated, while yellow indicates that the migration task was completed but some files failed to be

migrated. 
• After you click Retry failed task, files that failed in the task will be retried for migration, while files that have been
successfully migrated will not be transferred again. 
• You can click Export to export the list of files that failed to be migrated.

Estimating the File Migration Time

The migration speed is subject to the lowest speed during each stage of the migration process and is affected by

factors such as the network transfer speed and maximum concurrency as detailed below:

Affecting Factor Description

Read speed of the
migration source

The read speed of the data source varies by vendor.  
The transfer speed is generally 50–20,000 Mbps. 
The file read QPS is generally 500–5,000 (the transfer of a large number of small files

is subject to this concurrency).

Transfer speed of
MSP

MSP offers up to 2,000 Mbps migration bandwidth in fully managed mode. In semi-
managed mode, the bandwidth is subject to your migration resource size.

Write speed of the
migration target

COS: The default write speed is 15,000 Mbps, and the write QPS is 3,000–30,000.
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Overview

The following describes how to configure fully managed and semi-managed migration tasks to migrate data from
Alibaba Cloud OSS to Tencent Cloud COS.

Preparations

Alibaba Cloud OSS

Create an RAM account and grant required permissions:

1. Log in to the RAM console.
2. Select People Management > Users > Create User.
3. Select console password login and programming access, and then enter the user account information.
4. Save the generated account, password,  AccessKeyID , and  AccessKeySecret .

5. Select the user login name and click Add Permissions to grant the sub-account read and write permissions

(AliyunOSSFullAccess).

Tencent Cloud COS

1. Create a bucket to store the migrated data as instructed in Creating Bucket.
2. Create a sub-user for migration and grant the required permissions:

i. Log in to the CAM console.
ii. Click User > User List on the left sidebar to enter the user list page.
iii. Create a sub-user and select Programming access and Tencent Cloud console access.

iv. Search for and select the  QcloudCOSAccessForMSPRole  and  QcloudCOSFullAccess  policies.

v. Complete creating the sub-user and save the sub-username, login password,  SecretId , and

 SecretKey .

Note：
You can use Migration Service Platform (MSP) with your root account. However, for security reasons, we

recommend you create a sub-account, use the sub-account's API key for migration, and delete the sub-user
after migration.

Migrating from Alibaba Cloud OSS
Last updated：2022-12-23 14:59:01

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/436/13309
https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/overview
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Directions

Logging in to MSP

1. Log in to the MSP console.
2. Click Object Storage Migration on the left sidebar.

Creating a migration task

1. On the Object Storage Migration page, click Create a Task to enter the object storage migration task

configuration page and set migration parameters.

2. Set the migration task name. 

Task Name: It can contain 1–60 letters, digits, underscores, and hyphens. You will need to use this name when
viewing the migration status and progress in the task list.

3. Estimate the task size.

We recommend you enter an optional accurate task size for us to better prepare resources.

4. Set the source of files to be migrated. 
Here, select Alibaba Cloud OSS for Service Provider and enter the  AccessKeyID  and

 AccessKeySecret  of the Alibaba Cloud sub-account created above in AccessKey and SecretKey boxes

https://console.tencentcloud.com/msp
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respectively. Then, click the Refresh icon on the right of the Migration bucket name drop-down list to get the list
of source buckets. 

You can also manually enter a source bucket name.

5. Select the header migration mode. 
If the file in the source bucket has headers and tags set and they need to be retained after migration, select to keep
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them or set the replacement rule. 

6. Set the migration rule. 
Choose to migrate all the files of the specified bucket, or only migrate files with a specified prefix. 

7. Set a time range. 
Enable Time Range to migrate only files added or changed within the specified time range. 

8. Select a file storage type. 
Set the storage type of the migrated files based on your migration needs. You can select Standard Storage,
Infrequent Access Storage, Keep the original storage properties, or Archive Storage. 

9. Set the execution speed. 
All public cloud object storage services have speed limits. To ensure business stability, check with the source
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vendor and set the maximum available migration bandwidth in Mbps before migrating. 

0. Select the migration target. 

In Migration Target Information, enter the  SecretId  and  SecretKey  of the Tencent Cloud sub-user for

migration. Then, click the Refresh icon on the right of the Migration bucket name drop-down list to get the list of
target buckets. 

1. Specify the directory in the target bucket for migration and the method to process files with the same name.

Save to the root directory: Directly save the files in the source bucket to the target bucket's root directory
while maintaining the original relative path.

Save to the specified directory: Save the files in the source bucket to the specified directory while maintaining
the original relative path. 
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For example: 
Two source bucket files  /a.txt  and  /dir/b.txt  are to be migrated, and "dest" is entered in the text

box. In this case, after migration, the paths of these two files in the target bucket will be  /dest/a.txt  and

 /dest/dir/b.txt . 

If  dest/20180901  is entered in the text box, then after migration, the paths of these two files in the target

bucket will be  /dest/20180901/a.txt  and  /dest/20180901/dir/b.txt .

Note：

If you select Overwrite for files with the same name, the source files will directly overwrite the files with

the same name in the target bucket.
If you select Skip for files with the same name, the system will process them based on the last
modification time of the files (  LastModified ):

If the  LastModified  of the file in the source address is at or after that of the file in the target address,

overwriting will be performed.
If the  LastModified  of the file in the source address is before that of the file in the target address, no

overwriting will be performed.
Perform secondary migration if the object (file) content is changed during migration.

2. Select a migration mode.

Create a migration task and download the Agent manually to start migration: Select the Agent migration
mode. After you click Create and Start, only the task configuration will be created. You must manually

download the Agent and deploy it on the migration source server as instructed in Using Semi-Managed
Migration Agent to start the migration. 

3. Click Create and Start to start the migration task.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1036/51593
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Viewing the Migration Status and Progress

You can view the status and progress of all file migration tasks on the file migration tool homepage: 
• For the Task completed status, green indicates that the migration task was completed and all files were
successfully migrated, while yellow indicates that the migration task was completed but some files failed to be
migrated. 

• After you click Retry failed task, files that failed in the task will be retried for migration, while files that have been
successfully migrated will not be transferred again. 
• You can click Export to export the list of files that failed to be migrated.

Estimating the File Migration Time

The migration speed is subject to the lowest speed during each stage of the migration process and is affected by
factors such as the network transfer speed and maximum concurrency as detailed below:

Affecting Factor Description

Read speed of the
migration source

The read speed of the data source varies by vendor.  
The transfer speed is generally 50–20,000 Mbps. 
The file read QPS is generally 500–5,000 (the transfer of a large number of small files

is subject to this concurrency).

Transfer speed of
MSP

MSP offers up to 2,000 Mbps migration bandwidth in fully managed mode. In semi-
managed mode, the bandwidth is subject to your migration resource size.

Write speed of the
migration target

COS: The default write speed is 15,000 Mbps, and the write QPS is 3,000–30,000.


